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Portions are based loosely upon non-partisan Common Cause's Six-Point Plan.  Plan appears in 
"CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM: A NEW ERA, COMMON CAUSE AGENDA FOR CHANGE", 
JANUARY 2009.

In order promote Common Cause's goal: "...to end the pervasive conflicts of interest of the current 
system, free elected officials from the money chase, and restore public confidence in the integrity of our 
democracy," <candidate> hereby voluntarily makes the following pledges to voters.

During entire campaign and during entire time when seated in office, I pledge to:

**adhere to the definition of Constituent.  Encarta defines a Constituent as a: "resident of constituency: 
somebody living in an electoral district, especially somebody entitled to vote."  A Constituent is, then, by 
definition, a human resident of this jurisdiction.  No business entity, labor union, trade group, PAC or 
similar interest group is ever a Constituent, unless it can be demonstrated that 100% of membership are
Constituents, and 0% of membership are non-Constituents.

**only take money, services or in-kind contributions - hereafter collectively referred to as "Contributions" 
- from Constituents.  

**accept $200 (or reasonable and specified dollar amount) maximum Contribution from any Constituent.

**catagorically reject Contributions from lobbyists and bundlers, “joint fundraising committees” and 
national party conventions, due to their inherent appearance of conflict of interest in representation of 
Constituents.  For slated candidates, a joint fundraising committee for myself and only those members 
of my slate will accept Contributions.

**post timely list of Contributions in downloadable, searchable, sortable format (spreadsheet or 
database, not scanned image), for voters to reference.

**name campaign Fund - hereafter referred to as "Fund" - specifically for the office and term being 
sought, for example "<candidate> for <this office> <election year>".

**use those Contributions to that Fund only to finance election efforts of that candidate for that office in 
that election cycle.

Upon election, I pledge to:

**advocate for mandatory competitive bid of professional services, for all proposals estimated to exceed
$75k (or reasonable and specified dollar amount).

**advocate for legislation limiting future non-constituent campaign financing in <this juristidiction>.

**recuse myself from award of any professional service to, and from motions/actions involving, 
Constituents who gave Contributions, to eliminate appearance of conflict of interest in representation of 
Constituents.



**dissolve that Fund, by either redistributing remaining money proportionately to donors, or donating 
remaining money to charity, and publicly acknowledge having done so.

**refrain from starting a new Fund (for future races in which I may wish to run), until one reporting cycle 
prior to the announcement deadline for that race.  This will allow me time to amass funds for future 
races - discretely from potential challengers - while prohibiting me from concentrating too much effort on
amassing funds while serving in the office for which I have been elected.


